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In 2012, after painstakingly and lovingly repairing his father’s Triumph Herald
Estate, Chris embarked on the road trip of his life. On the long drive throughout
Italy Chris retraced his father’s steps as a soldier in WW2 alongside the conception
of his beloved family car.
Now Chris has turned that trip into an acclaimed performance lecture (as a
sculptor it came as a surprise to him too!) Join him as he recaps his journey,
as part investigation into the Italian Campaign of WWII and part critique on our
increasingly materialistic culture.
With nothing more than a powerpoint, pointy stick and some of his kinetic
sculptures, Chris explores the surprising connections between communism,
consumerism and classic car mechanics.

FURTHER INFORMATION
QUOTES

“A simple, effective and intellectual piece, told with warmth and a twinkle.”
– Fringe Review
“Dobrowolski’s one man show is an hour of charismatic storytelling which invites its
audience inside the Triumph Herald for a multimedia drive through his life.”
– Broadway Baby
“He takes us from the personal to the political, across a great swathe of 20th
Century history, all without leaving the driving seat of the Triumph Herald.”
– The Scotsman
“This is one of the best shows I have ever seen in a theatre – and it isn’t really a
show… It’s like someone showing you their holiday snaps - except this time you
actually want to stay.”
– Colchester Gazette
“This is live art in all its glory and a great introduction to the medium for those less
familiar with it.”
– Three Weeks

DOCUMENTATION

Click here to view a collection of documentation from Chris’s trip.

PREVIOUS TOUR DATES

Culture Station Seoul284, Seoul (South Korea)
Cathedral Quarter Arts Festival, Belfast
Hunt & Darton Café at Pleasance, Edinburgh Festival
Oxford Playhouse
Salisbury Arts Centre, FLINT Festival
Colchester Arts Centre

CHRIS DOBROWOLSKI

Chris Dobrowolski is an artist and maker who works from his garden shed in
Colchester, Essex. He studied Fine Art in Hull but, when he arrived, he built a boat
from driftwood to try to escape. Chris has since ended up making a whole series
of working vehicles in a similar vein, including a tank, a hovercraft, an aeroplane
and a sledge. Each vehicle and escape attempt has its own story attached. Over
the years, Chris has retold and refined these stories as both an artist and teacher.
His performance work includes the acclaimed All Roads Lead to Rome and Poland
3 Iran 2 with 30 Bird Theatre about the 1976 cup match final. He has recently had
his first book published: Escape (Jardine, 2014).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
60 minutes, no interval
Low-tech set-up of projector and PA
1-2 people on the road
3 hours get-in
Accompanying kinetic sculptures available for installation in
foyer/ nearby exhibition space

